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News
Dean of Students dresses up as 
Santa Claus to help raise money for 
student organization
A3
Sports
Laker swim teams set national 
qualifying times, break school 
records at invitational
A&E
A double bill presentation directed 
by GVSU students will hit the stage 
this weekend
<g>ratib yallep Jfanttjom
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GVl Photo Mutlrotion ' Athl#y Comstock
Incentives 
may ease 
exam week
Honors to be given at commencement ceremony
Graduates will receive their 
diplomas, faculty to be 
acknowledged for work
By Shawn Zalewski
GVl. Nrws Editor
As the semester comes to a close. Grand 
Valley State University’s annual December 
Commencement Ceremony will create a new 
beginning for many in attendance.
For more than 800 students expected to walk 
across the stage at Van Andel Arena in Grand 
Rapids, graduation represents the passage from 
their education into their future careers and lives.
The ceremony will mark President Thomas J. 
Haas’ first commencement address at the conclusion 
of his first semester as GVSU’s leader.
“I’m very pleased to celebrate with the mid-year 
graduates.” Haas said. “After KM) days on campus, 
j still see very clearly how student centered this 
university is."
After delivering past addresses involving themes 
of introduction, service, chemistry and paving new 
paths. Haas said he will keep his commencement 
address short and focused on challenging the 
graduates to future service.
Mary Kramer, a 1979 GVSU graduate, will 
deliver the keynote speech. She has worked 
at several Michigan daily newspapers before 
accepting her current position as vice president and 
associate publisher of Crain's Detroit Business.
“The president selected Kramer to speak to 
students given her vast experience in journalism 
and community leadership." said Teri Losey, 
secretary of the Board of Trustees.
Additionally. Julie Chlebo will be honored as 
an Outstanding Educator during the ceremony. 
A professor of education at GVSU since 1997, 
Chlebo teaches primarily graduate-level classes in 
childhood development and education.
The Distinguished Alumnus Award will be 
given to Daniel Oglesby, senior vice president for 
human resources at Spectrum Health. He earned 
a bachelor’s degree from GVSU in 1974 and has 
nearly 30 years of experience in human resources 
for various Fortune 500 companies.
The ceremony will begin at 10 a m., and doors 
open for graduates, staff and visitors at 9 a m
For more information on commencement and 
parking, visit http://www.gvsu.edu/dos.
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Distinguished guest Mary Kramer will speak at commencement
Hypnotist casts his spell at GV
GVl I Kyi# A Mwteu
Spellbound strides: Junior Kevin Orkh and freshman Paul longusiu dance together after hypnotist Tom Deluca instructed the volunteering students to imagine they were ballet dancers The free show, 
performed Tuesday night m the f teidhouse. involved students being put into trances then asked to do a variety of actions This was Deluca s 26th annual performance at GVSU
By Laura Wasilewski
GVL Staff Writer
As the semester ends and 
finals approach, students may 
find themselves bogged down and 
stressed out.
“It’s definitely stressful." said 
Becky Geisman, hospitality and 
tourism management major at Grand 
Valley State University.
Though Geisman is a sophomore, 
this is her first year at GVSl' atu-i 
transferring from a community 
college. She said she is more 
stressed this year because GVSU 
is more challenging than her prior 
institution.
“It’s a lot harder for me," Geisman 
added. "The classes seem more 
difficult. At the community college, 
the exams weren’t cumulative.”
Geisman said all of her exams at 
GVSU will be cumulative, which 
adds to her study time. For community 
college finals, she estimated she spent 
about an hour per class studying, 
whereas for this semester's finals, 
she has already studied a couple of
See Stress, A2
Sickness 
prevention: 
Solving the 
winter cold
By Brandon Hubbard
GVL Assistant Nrws Editor
With record numbers of students 
seeking care for seasonal illnesses at 
Grand Valley State University, health 
officials are working to provide 
advice and services to the campus 
community.
“The Campus Health Center is 
absolutely booming with people." 
said Patty Feenstra, a registered 
nurse at the center. "October was our 
busiest month ever, and the numbers 
have stayed high since.”
The center’s workers have seen 
cases of upper respiratory problems, 
mononucleosis, eye infections, 
intestinal flu and sore throats. 
Feenstra said.
Especially with finals approaching, 
she added that stress is a factor in 
compromising the immune system. 
Students live in close quarters and 
are exposed to such a large number of 
people that when they get run down, 
the chance of sickness increases, she 
said
“Our numbers go up «< this time 
in the semester with minor aches 
or pain, but (students) want to be 
healthy for exams." Feenstra said.
In addition, many students display
See Sickness, A2
Tom DeLuca makes 
his 26th annual visit 
to GVSU, brings out 
students’ creative sides
By Erik Westlund
GVL Staff Writer
A boisterous crowd of nearly 
700 gathered Tuesday night in the 
Fieldhouse Arena to see fellow 
students hypnotized on stage by the 
renow ned Tom DeLuca.
Those in attendance were treated 
to the sight of their friends and peers 
convinced into believing they were 
doing things as strange as performing 
in a ballet, talking to a piece of fruit 
and listening to music coming from 
their shoes.
DeLuca said the purpose of the 
show was to have fun and demonstrate 
the creativity people are capable of 
when relaxed and free of pressure
“It’s a very silly show.” he said.
DeLuca’s hypnosis, sponsored by 
Spotlight Productions, has become 
a tradition at Grand Valley State 
University. This was the 26th annual
performance.
The crowd went into a frenzy 
when DeLuca chose his participants 
from the audience, with those hoping 
to be brought on stage jumping on 
their chairs, swinging shirts in the air 
and screaming at the hypnotist Many 
who were selected held signs reading 
“pick me” and “hypnotized virgin.”
Juston Espinoza, Spotlight 
Productions coordinator for the 
show, said every year DeLuca tries to 
select the most enthusiastic audience 
members to participate.
DeLuca said the show was 
interesting because the people were 
interesting.
“For some reason, at this 
university we always have wonderful 
personalities,” he said. ”1 don’t know 
how we get them every time
DeLuca said Ross Hammond, a 
GVSU business major, was one of 
the show’s highlights. Hammond was 
convinced he was in a booty shaking 
contest and went into the audience 
to give another student, whom he 
thought was one of the contest's 
judges, a lap dance. He was also 
convinced another female audience 
member was a witch and screamed.
“Burn. burn. burn. She’s a witch, 
somebody burn the witch."
“Ross was my little home run ball." 
DeLuca said. “I knew it. I could see it 
in his eyes."
Dominic Bumadianne. a senior 
from Creston High School, was 
another spectacle of the show. DeLuca 
said. Bumadianne was convinced 
he was the world’s greatest spy and 
GVSU’s top cheerleader.
After the show, he had no 
recollection of repeatedly spraying 
himself in the face with a water bottle 
or jumping across the stage like a 
spawning salmon.
“It was like a dream." Bumadianne 
said. "It was like it was real, but I 
couldn't control myself.”
Bumadianne’s friend. Spencer 
Cannon, said he thought hypnotists 
were frauds until he saw his friend on 
stage.
"The fun part of the show is that 
people are very skeptical because 
they think it is kind of fake." DeLuca 
said. “Or they might not believe it 
can happen to them."
DeLuca earned his master's degree 
in psychology from the University 
of Illinois. He has been featured
in Rolling Stone. People magazine 
and on the cover of the Wall Street 
Journal. He was also named variety 
entertainer of the year by the National 
Association for Campus Activities.
After School Special, an all-male a 
cappella group, performed a concert 
prior to the show.
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GV to examine abolition next semester
Events will 
recognize the 200th 
anniversary of the 
Trans-Atlantic Slave 
Trade’s abolition
By Rachel Royer
GVL Staff Writer
Members of Grand 
Valley State University are 
helping to host community 
organized events in order to 
commemorate the abolishment 
of the Trans-Atlantic Slave 
Trade.
The year 2007 will mark 
the 200th anniversary of 
the abolition of the Trans- 
Atlantic Slave Trade, and 
the university has planned a 
year of programs in order to 
commemorate the abolition of 
slavery.
Sleeve Buckridge, GVSU
history professor and associate 
faculty member in the African/ 
African-American studies 
department, came up with the 
idea after hearing about other 
governments and institutions 
around the world planning 
events in commemoration.
Although it isa remembrance 
event. Buckridge said human 
trafficking still occurs in the 
world today.
“I thought. 'What is West 
Michigan doing?’" Buckridge 
said. "’Why don't we do 
something?' So 1 initiated a 
committee of groups to plan 
events.”
Buckridge ulso invited 
Randal Jelks, the Calvin 
College director of academic 
and multicultural affairs, to 
help direct the committee.
“The aim is to educate 
the public about the horrors 
of slave trade and examine 
the legacy of the slave trade 
today," Buckridge said.
The group has met every 
week and has come up with 
an ambitious program for the 
year to come, he added
A list of programs offered 
includes libraries with displays, 
keynote speakers as well as 
a series of guest lectures, 
art gallery exhibitions, an 
exhibit at the Gerald R. Ford 
Museum, an organized tour of 
the Underground Railroad and 
a film festival.
“GVSU is very much at the 
forefront of this,” Buckridge 
said. “It's a very exciting 
thing, and we have the support 
of the university's president, 
the faculty as well as staff 
members.”
Although the programs are 
headed mostly by universities 
in the area, he added that it 
is a community-wide project 
and is not geared specifically 
toward college students.
“It's a part of our history." 
Buckridge said. “It’s a way
to confront or come to grips 
with the past. It’s everyone's 
history, not just African 
Americans, so we need to 
learn to come to some grasp 
of this, and why we're still 
effected by it. Also, we need 
to educate the public about 
the brutal and inhumanity of 
slave trade.”
Otherchairsofthecommittec 
include representatives from 
Aquinas College. Cooley 
Law School, Cornerstone 
University Libraries.
Davenport University, the 
Gerald R Ford Museum. Hope 
College, the Public Museum 
of Grand Rapids, the World 
Affairs Council of Western 
Michigan and other various 
Grand Rapids schools.
The events will begin 
Jan. 25 and will continue 
throughout the year.
For additional information, 
visit http://www.gvsu.edu/ 
abolition.
Sickness
continued from page A1
anxiety and depression, 
which she said can be huge 
factors involved in a weakened 
immune system and causing 
exhaustion.
While the pressure of 
exams may be inevitable.
; Susan Sloop. GVSU Work Life 
Consultant, said the best way 
to prevent stress and illness is 
to exercise.
“Whether it be getting out 
for a walk or working out at 
the gym, you have to move,” 
Sloop said. “Early in the winter
months people don't want 
move, but the activity provides 
the body with endorphins to 
make you feel better."
Research indicates exercise 
is acentral factor in maintaining 
an individual's immunities, she 
added. In order to stay active. 
Sloop said students should 
take advantage of the offers at 
the campus recreational areas.
“Sleep is also something 
people really don't get enough 
off." she said "You have 
nothing without a full night 
of sleep. You arc depleting 
your natural abilities to defend
ilsrll
Although the confined and 
crowded college environments 
of a campus may be one reason 
for high rates of illness. Andy 
Bcachnau. director of Housing 
and Residence Life, said he 
notices an influx of illness 
after holiday breaks.
“It seems to me. people tend 
to return to campus with a cold 
or illness after being at home 
or in different communities.” 
Beachnau said. “January and 
February seem to be months 
when everyone deals with 
something."
Despite the high volume 
of patients at area medical
facilities, Beachnau said 
GVSU has not had a history 
of widespread problems in on- 
campus housing.
As flu season approaches, 
Feenstra said students should 
be aware of the hacky cough, 
sore throat and high fever 
symptoms associated with 
(he illness. Getting one of the 
many remaining flu vaccine 
shots at the Campus Health 
Center is potential way to stay 
healthy, she added.
For more information, 
contact the health center at 
(616)331-2435.
Stress
continued from page A t
hours each night.
Geisman is hardly the only 
GVSU student feeling stressed. 
However, GVSU offers many 
programs to help students 
manage stress and succeed on
their finals.
The Zumberge Library on 
the Allendale Campus is open 
24 hours today through Dec. 14 
at 9 p.m. The library staff will 
offer free massages, coffee, hot 
chocolate and snacks.
“We're trying to make 
the library as comfortable as
Yeah, you're still in school, but I suggest you 
start tnmking about your career before your 
parents have to have 'the talk* with you1
Office Speciality and Profettional Recruiter* ip«H 
in jump starting your career, whether you're looking for 
work while in school, entry level or professional positions 
once you're done
X
Think of us as the parents of your career - 
And we II let you live rent free and do your laundry
FltiCI
Come Horn* to Axlos Today!
www a*iosinc or porated.com
CHch on Mb Seeker*, then Apply*
4990 Cascade Road - Suite C 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49S46
(616) 726-2463
V
possible for people — they can 
come in. study and sleep,” said 
Peter Armstrong, director of 
User Services.
The Steelcase Library and 
Frey Learning Center will also 
have extended hours, although 
they will not be open 24 hours 
a day. For hours and massage 
times, access the library's Web 
site at http://www.gvsu.edu/ 
library and click on Highlights.
“Students should feel 
comfortable coming in at any 
time." Armstrong said. “Don't 
even worry about falling asleep 
in a chair. Whatever they need, 
we're here to help out."
The Writing ('enter will 
also offer extended hours by 
staying open during exam 
week, something it did not do 
previously.
“We know it’s a stressful 
time.” said Ellen Schendel. 
director of the Writing Center. 
“We're trying to help students 
at the end of the semester."
During exam week, the 
Writing Center will be open 
from 9 a m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday. The center is 
also providing extra consultants. 
Where it typically has two or 
three on duty in the evening.
it will now try to provide I0, 
Schendel said.
All help is available 
on a walk-in basis, so no 
appointments are necessary, 
she said. Schendel added the 
Writing Center is open to 
provide help in any stage of the 
writing process.
“It can be in any discipline, 
in any class, a short paper, a 
long paper, brainstorming ideas 
or getting organized to write 
a paper." she said. “It can be 
helping them to cite sources 
correctly or self-edit their 
work.”
For more information on the 
Writing Center, visit its Web site 
at http://www.gvsu.edu/wc.
The Counseling and Career 
Development Center is still 
accepting appointments for 
students to come in and talk 
to a counselor about managing 
stress and surviving finals. The 
Counseling Center did provide 
some group stress programs, 
however, they have already 
finished for the semester.
To make an appointment, call 
the Counseling Center at (616) 
331-3266 or visit room 204 of 
the Student Services Building.
Off-Campus Student Housing for only
Per Person 
Per Month
’Yates vary depending on number of occupants
4 Bedroom Unit 
1800 Sq. Ft. 
Allows Pets 
Washer and Dryer Hook-up 
Big Back Yard 
Quiet and Country Atmosphere
a • s _ .
616-837-8277
GVI I Shawn Zalewski
A harsh turn: A GVSU (acuity member received minor injuries after being involved 
m an accident on West Campus Drive Monday afternoon
Slick roads cause 
local accident
By Shawn Zalewski
GVL News Editor
A Grand Valley State 
University faculty member 
received minor injuries 
Monday afternoon after her 
red Honda sport utility vehicle 
lost control on West Campus 
Drive and struck the corner of 
a brick wall at the entrance of 
the Meadows.
At around 3:55 p.m.. GVSU 
Department of Public Safety 
Patrol Officer Wayne Kooistra 
arrived at the west entrance 
of the Meadows parking lot 
following the accident. LIFE 
Emergency Medical Service 
also arrived at the scene 
shortly after.
The name of the individual 
was not released, although 
Kooistra said she complained 
of pain in her side.
He said the faculty member
was traveling west on West 
Campus Drive when her 
vehicle swerved, spun around 
and drifted sideways until the 
driver's side front tire and 
body of the car struck the brick 
wall. The tire was bent inward 
off its axle and a large dent 
resulted above.
No other cars were involved, 
and no other passengers were 
in the car. Kooistra added.
The accident was a result 
of the slick roads following 
Monday's abundant snowfall 
that hit West Michigan, he 
said.
Speed was not a factor, as 
he said eyewitness reports 
indicated the car was traveling 
at about 25 miles per hour.
No other accidents were 
reported on campus that day. 
although traffic throughout 
the Grand Rapids area was 
slow due to the treacherous 
conditions.
ROCK STARS WANTED
&
JIMMY JOHN'S IS NOW HIRING 
SUB MAKERS & DELIVERY DRIVERS 
FOR WEEKDAY LUNCHES.
JIMMY JOHN’S
OPENING JANUARY 2, 2007
CONTACT:
KarenRak@chartermi.net
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OTTAWA CREEK APARTMENTS
NOW OPEN Delivery! Dine In! TakeOut!
in Your Neighborhood!
Oi 15% Off
^iGVL DIGEST
; I. I News in BriefI if
Grand Rapids mayor to visit 
GVSIT s Pew Campus
Grand Rapids Mayor Gerxge 
KcarrwrU will visa Grand 
Valley Stale Univereity Friday 
at 3:30 pm to have lea with the 
International Club and other 
community inetnbery
Meeting in the Iniemabonal 
Club Room an the Rew Campus, 
the event will follow a cheese and 
bread theme and will give attendees 
an oppiwtunity to convene with 
the Mayor
To attend, ptea.se 
RSVP to Celine Menard at 
ceUndecuursetehuanail.cum.
Monthly Rent 
as low as
$187.50
based on 4 person occupancy
Amenities
spacious 1 & 2 bedroom apts| 
„* central air 
L- com-op laundry 
L- minutes from GVSU 
- walkout balcony
- dishwasher 
[ - large closet space
- basketball court
www.ottawacreek.com 616.453.9190
NEWS
American, Mediterranean, and Indian Cuisine
Mr. Gyros is the father of all sports.
Watch all of your favorite teams with
nfi Sunday tkht for free it Mr. Gyros! Free WiFi Internet!
Photography exhibition 
features senior thesis projects
Seniors of the Grand Valley 
State University photography 
program will showcase then 
thesis work in the Reforming Arts 
Center gallery until Dec. IS.
The exhibition, “Nexus: A 
Visual Connection.'' opened 
Monday and features samples of 
18 GVSU photographers' thesis 
projects with works ranging from 
traditional film-based media 
such as color, black and white 
and alternative processes such as 
digitally generated imagery.
"People will see a diverse body 
of work." said GVSU photography 
professor Victoria Veenstra. 
'The exhibition has 18 different 
voices so they'll see really diverse 
work."
The gallery is open Monday 
through Friday bom 10 am. to S 
pm. Thursday until 7 pm and 
Saturday horn 2 to 5 pm
"Some of the people in 
the exhibtfkm are working 
through ideas of family, history, 
recombining imagery for new 
images." Vfecnatra said “Some 
work is metaphurvaJ or allegorical. 
and some of it h alternative to try to 
get the viewer to see differently ”
There will also be a recepuxi 
held today m the gallery from $ to 
7 pm Frae reftwhmnm will be 
served
“Ait enriches ut," Veanstra 
said “The wok is exciting It 
enriches our live*. It can nadue you 
see things new ways that might 
change your perspective or expand 
your vision."
Writing Center branches out to 
offer additional help before finals
Lebanon vw documentary to 
hit local theater
The maaltiy Theatre Green 
Room wil huid a viewing of 
the "Samidoun," a multimedia 
umpoanicai of fee 34-day war in 
Lebanon and its toll. Wednesday 
at 7 pm
Samidoun. which translate* as 
"those who teay," aifciwiivis still 
photography, audio and video to 
follow the pteh of the waf and its 
aftermath.
The film has a running Bite of 
180 minutea. and admhaion to |3.
Far mare afomabon. vinaf 
httpV/www wealfeytheaav ami
Local art show 
to light holiday season
Local artists will come together 
Friday for “Urban Lights." a 
collection of holiday art. crafts 
and live entertainment from 6 to 
11 pm at Avenue for the Arts at 
kxatians 106. 120 and 135 South 
Division Avenue in downtown 
Grand Rapids
The studio hop will have art for 
sale, including the artists' “Urban 
Lights" pieces, sales that will 
support the Grand Rapids Public 
Schools art program
In addibon. area businesses of 
the 100 block of South Division 
will extend thee hours for the 
evening.
By Caitlin Kelly
(M Staff Writer
The Grand Valley State 
University Frederick Meijcr 
Center for Writing and Michigan 
Authors provided its services 
at Kith the Kleiner Commons 
and the Zumbcrge Library this 
week in preparation for final 
examinations.
The Writing Right Where You 
Are program has been offered 
for several years now. said Ellen 
Schcndel. director of the Writing 
Center. In addition to being 
convenient for students, she said 
the program helps control the rise 
of student traffic occurring at the 
end of each semester and adds 
extra hours in its schedule for 
students unahle to come during 
normal hours.
"The idea was to get closer to 
where students are working and 
studying." Schcndel added
Christine Humphrey, one of 
the 10 counselors working at the 
Kleiner Commons, said the time 
and place made it convenient.
The program's branch in 
Kleiner was geared toward 
Writing 150 students, while
the library was better for 
upperclassmen. Humphrey 
said. The Zumbcrge Library’s 
consulting program was 
slightly shorter in length than 
Kleiner’s segment and had fewer 
counselors.
“(I came) mainly because 
1 had trouble with a couple 
papers." said GVSU student 
Ashley Osborn. “I wanted to 
make sure they got looked at by 
another person.”
The additional locations 
set the mood for comfort, said 
GVSU student Laura Mosely.
A few students, such as Matt 
Tallman. said they were less 
happy with the fast pace and 
chaos.
"I like the Writing Center 
better” said Tallman. “It’s 
quieter."
Some Writing Center 
counselors faced difficulties due 
to the shorter time frames and 
louder atmosphere.
“It’s harder because usually 
you have a lot more time." said 
Lindsay Stret/cl. "It will be 
harder to make big changes to 
students' papers "
The program ran from 
Monday through Wednesday.
GVl I Anna Srhwallwr
Holly jolly photo op: Dean of Students Bart Merkle dresses up as Santa Claus on Tuesday in the Kirkhof Center lobby to help raise money for the GVSU Student Parent Support Group (From left) Christian Baker. 
Avery Rasmussen. Sarah imdell. Jayden Jones and Andrew Terry visit campus to pose for a picture
Dean spreads holiday cheer, raises funds
Dean of Students dresses 
up as Santa to help 
raise money for Student 
Parents Support Group
By Shawn Zalewski
GVL News Editor
The spirit of the holidays filled the 
Kirkhof Center lobby Tuesday afternoon as 
Santa Claus gave his time for a charitable 
cause.
Grand Valley State University Dean
of Students Bart Merkle played the role 
of the jolly old man during a benefit for 
the Student Parents Support Group, an 
organization for GVSU students who have 
children.
About $70 was raised between noon 
and 2 p in., with all proceeds supporting 
the group's general fund.
Katie Owen, treasurer of the Student 
Parents Support Group, said more student 
parents exist than many people think The 
money raised will be used to take parents 
and their children on small field trips that 
are few and far between, given the financial 
restraints of raising a child and attending
college. Owen said.
"Sometimes we feel isolated from the 
rest of the students." she added. "I hear 
students in my classes talking about what 
parties they're going to this weekend, 
when I have to worry more about changing 
diapers.”
For $2 children could sit on Santa's lap 
and have their photo taken.
Owen said she came up with the idea as 
a creative fund-raiser parents could easily 
plan and children would enjoy.
Although the group intended to have 
President Thomas J. Haas play the role of 
Santa, he had a prior obligation, she said.
However. Merkle was very w illing to help 
out with the event, she added.
"He was the next logical choice, and I 
used to work for him." Owen said. “Besides, 
he is jolly and caring just like Santa."
Overall. Owen said the event went well, 
as the children seemed to enjoy themselves 
and other students were supportive of the 
cause.
The group was founded recently and is in 
the process of gaining members and raising 
funds. Owen said. The organization's 
members meet about once a month.
The event was co-sponsored by the 
Student Senate.
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Take a breather
As finals and terms papers cloud the 
campus atmosphere, students should 
be sure to budget their time effectively 
and allow themselves a break to ensure 
academic success.
For many, the semester's last week is bittersweet. It marks the end 
of an academic era and fast-approaching vacation time. On the other 
hand, the pressure of exams and papers is piled up to great heights, 
making the last week a burden for most students.
While finishing the semester off strong should be a priority, students 
need to balance their stress with leisure time so they do not bum out. 
All-nighters and bottomless coffee cups can breed disaster when it 
comes to actually sitting down and taking the exam. Instead, students 
should take a few moments to get some fresh air with a walk. Those 
who despise the cold may opt to hit the Fieldhcxi.se and release some 
tension through exercising indoors.
Just as starting and ending the semester strong is important, the same 
is true for every day of exam week. By getting sufficient sleep and 
beginning the day with a nutritional breakfast, students can obtain the 
energy needed for top performance.
Time management is also a key for success. Students must pace 
their studies by setting the books down for a bit and returning to them 
with fresh eyes. Those who have trouble focusing can find solace in the 
numerous conveniences offered by the Writing Center and university 
libraries. With extended hours and consultants for guidance, several 
campus locations have become safe havens for study and relief.
As students work to seal their grades, professors should be patient 
and responsive during exam week. By extending their office hours or 
increasing their availability for those in need of help, professors and 
advisers can ensure students come out on top.
In balancing leisure with studies and taking time to rest, students can 
stay on a faster track to academic excellence at the end of the semester.
Lanthorn Web Poll
GVl Dusttn I
YOUR INSIGHTS-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
How can students stay focused under pressure?
"Organize your time, know 
what you should be doing 
and what's coming*
'Through exercising. I like 
running, but it's kind of 
hard to do that now that it's 
cold"
'Time management and 
making sure that you leave 
enough time to study *
"Avoiding procrastination 
and managing your time 
well"
Last week’s question: As the semester ends, are you 
feeling stressed?
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10
Yes, a lot Yes, some No, none
This week’s question: How will you be spending the 
holiday break?
@ranb gallep Jianttwm
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Tuna thief continues to steal from me
By Laura Wasilewski
GVL Staff Writer
The tuna thief had the 
last laugh.
Let me explain. As 1 
wrote last month, someone 
stole some tuna, pudding 
and peanuts from my 
apartment. The whole thing 
was completely ridiculous. 
It was only about five 
measly dollars worth of 
food.
Of course, the whole 
thing was the fault of my 
apartment’s occupants. 
Some of my roommates are 
not so good about locking 
the doors when they leave. 
So I ended that column 
explaining what was 
going to be our renewed 
vigilance to lock our doors.
And we’ve been great 
about it — a little too
great.
I came 
home from 
class the 
other night 
to find our 
front door 
locked 
and me 
without 
a key. I 
always 
carry my key. usually in 
my backpack. Of course, 
it just so happened that I 
only took my purse that 
day since I just need a 
notebook for class. And 
honestly, how is an entire 
apartment empty at 9 p.m. 
on a weeknight?
So sure enough. I was 
locked out. I thought 
about sneaking in the back 
before remembering I 
had checked earlier in the
day to make sure both the 
sliding door and the screen 
were locked — thank you. 
tuna thief.
1 sat on our porch for a 
few minutes since it was 
one of those ridiculously 
balmy days we had. The 
situation was debatable.
Do I sit outside and wait 
for one of my roommates 
to come home? Or do I bite 
the bullet and pay the $10 
for another key?
I knew I would kick 
myself if I spent the 
$10 and then one of my 
roommates showed up two 
minutes later, but I figured 
I was wasting my time 
sitting outside. So I went 
to the office to get the key.
This is where I have 
some serious qualms.
First of all. the $10 fee is 
asinine. I couldn't even
pay by cash or check 
right there. The charge 
had to go onto my student 
account. And I was told I 
could keep the key for up 
to a week, but since I live 
right next to Laker Village 
Community Center. I had 
it for 47 seconds. Yes. I 
counted.
I paid $10 for 47 
seconds? What a rip off. I 
understand that they don’t 
want to be giving keys out 
to everyone all the time, 
but this is the first time in 
three years I have needed 
the key. Give someone 
a break and penalize the 
repeat offenders. Start at a 
dollar and have them work 
their way up.
While my tuna thief got 
in for free. I am now out 
$10 for entering my own 
apartment. They win.
we always have wonderful 
personalities. I don’t know how we 
get them every time.”
Tom Deluca
Hypnotist, on the students who 
volunteer to participate in his annual 
show at GVSU
GVL OPINION POLICY ■
i *
The ultimate goal of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn opinion page ii 
to stimulate discussion and action 
on topics of interest to the Grand 
Valley Community.
* The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
offers three vehicles of expression 
fOr reader opinions: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and phone 
responses
Letters must include the author's 
name and be accompanied by 
enrrent picture identification if 
dropped off in person. Letters will 
be checked by an employee of the 
Orand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits 
each issue. The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right 
to edit and condense letters and 
columns for length restrictions and 
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will 
not be held responsible for errors 
that appear in print as a result of 
transcribing handwritten letters or 
e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually 
published but may be withheld for 
compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved 
by nor necessarily represent those of 
the university, its Board of Trustees, 
officers, faculty and staff
My winter wonderland has been less than wonderful
By Derek Reed
GVL Staff Writer
You can look up. 
you can look down, you 
can look all around. 
Everything is white.
It almost seems there 
was a line drawn in the 
sand, or should I say snow. 
Dec. I, BAM! It is now 
winter.
When I awoke on that 
chilly morning. I almost 
couldn’t believe my eyes. 
Overnight the world had 
been transformed from 
dreary rain of November 
into frigid flakes of 
December
Instantly I was filled 
with the spirit of the 
season “Today.** I said 
to myself. WI shower to 
Christmas classics.** So. 
immediately after getting 
out of bed. I started 
playing some of my 
favorite holiday music as 1 
began my day. I showered 
to MJingle Bells.’’ made 
my toast to ’’The 12 Days 
of Christmas” and brewed 
coffee to the “Peanuts
Christmas”
song.
As I sat 
sipping my 
cup of Joe, 
looking 
out the 
window 
and
how
beautiful
my snow globe world 
looked. I noticed the clock 
— 8 a m. I’d better getting 
going if I'm to make it to 
class by 8:30.
So I put on my coat, 
dashed to the car and then 
all the harsh realities of 
winter began to set in. This 
beautiful landscape was 
now grim and unpleasant.
The first wave of winter 
blues came when I had 
to get the six inches of 
snow (actually, only four 
inches of snow, the first 
two inches were ice) off 
of my car. Of course I 
didn’t have a scraper, as I 
hadn't suspected this type 
of weather so soon. 1 had 
to find my roommates keys
and use theirs.
After a solid five 
minutes or so of scraping 
and brushing. I was finally 
ready to go. With much 
excitement. I hopped in my 
car and glided through the 
streets in my 21st century 
sleigh. When I was about 
two corners away from 
my house. I realized ice 
was on my wipers, which 
would explain why they 
were part of the problem, 
not part of the solution.
Luckily I made it safely 
to the gas station just 
up the road. “I’ll fill up. 
knock off these wipers and 
my troubles will be over.**
I thought. My heat was 
blasting at full temperature 
by now and things started 
looking better. I pulled 
in to the first available 
pump, opened my door 
and stepped out What I 
stepped into was the most 
unpleasant thing I'd ever 
experienced
About three inches of 
sludge surrounded my feet. 
Everywhere I looked I was 
cornered by more sludge.
This pure white snow had 
turned into a gassy, oily 
and outright dirty mixture. 
Anyway. I finished my 
business at the gas station 
and got on the expressway 
for class.
By this time it’s 8:S0 
a m. I am 20 minutes 
late for class, my feet 
are soaking wet. I have 
snow in my shoes and 
I can barely see out my 
window because of all 
the salt chucked at it by 
the other cars on the road 
This winter wonderland 
just keeps getting less 
wonderful.
In a matter of about 
30 minutes I went from 
extreme joy to utter 
frustration, but it doesn't 
miner. It's winter now. As 
soon as Dec. I came, it all 
began
There’s nothing I can 
do about the sludge or the 
window ice I suppose 
all I can do is purchase 
some boots and maybe a 
matching glove and hat 
set
i
Leslie Perales, Laker Life Editor 
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Laker Life in Brief
Kwanzaa celebration to 
be held Friday
A community Kwanzaa 
celebration will be held on 
Friday in the Loosetnore 
Auditorium on Grand Valley 
State University's Pew 
Campus. The Grand Rapids 
alumnae chapter of Delta 
Sigma Theta Sorority and 
the GVSU School of Social 
Work will sponsor the 
event. Vendors will attend, 
offering merchandise and 
services.
Ron Karenga, former 
chairman of the black 
studies department at 
California State University, 
Long Beach. founded 
the celebration in 1966. 
The seven principles the 
celebration focuses on are 
unity. self-determination, 
collective work and 
responsibility, cooperative 
economics. purpose,
creativity and faith.
The celebration will help 
to educate participants about 
Kwanzaa. a celebration of 
African-American heritage, 
not a religious holiday, and 
lasts for one full week.
Donations of new or 
gently-used winter wear 
will be accepted.
For more information, 
contact Valerie Holmes at 
(616) 813-0961.
Book buyback to begin 
Monday
The University Bookstore 
will begin book buyback 
on Monday. Students can 
sell books back at four on- 
campus locations.
These locations include 
the Kirkhof Center Monday 
through Friday from 8:30 
a.m. until 6 p.m. and in 
Kleiner Commons Monday 
through Thursday from 9 
a.m. until S p.m.
At the Pew Campus, 
buyback will be held in 
the DeVos Center Monday 
through Thursday from 8:30 
a.m. until 6 p.m. and Friday 
from 8:30 a.m. until 5 p.m. At 
the Holland Meijer Campus, 
students can sell their books 
in the library area Monday 
through Thursday from 2 to 
7 p.m. .
Professor to speak of his 
travels in Afghanistan
Jim Goode, director of 
Middle East studies and 
professor of history, will 
speak about his experiences 
traveling in Afghanistan in 
the mid-1970s.
This event is tied to next 
semester's Community 
Reading Program, which 
focuses on Khaled 
Hosseini's novel "The Kite 
Runner.” The lecture will 
be held in room 167 of Lake 
Ontario Hall from 3 to 4:30 
p.m. on Friday. Snacks will 
be provided.
GVSU to train individuals 
for YogaFit certification
Campus Recreation will 
hold two days of training 
for those who would like 
to become certified to 
teach YogaFit Level I yoga 
classes. Pre-registration is 
required and can be done at 
http://www.yogafit.com.
Training begins Saturday 
at 8 a.m. in the Fieldhouse 
dance studio, room 160.
For more information, 
contact Jodi Kuyt at (616) 
331-3263
RHA to host dinner with a side of death
GVl Archive I Aihlty Com*te<k
Strutting their stuff: Dressed as flappers, (left to right) Justme Beauvais. Kelly 
Gordon and Jenn Spears dance during last year's RHA's Murder Mystery Dinner 
Dubbed A Prom to Die For, the annual event will have a 1980s theme this year and 
will be held today m the Perry Dining Room of the Alumni House
Residence Housing 
Association 
members will host 
80s-themed Murder 
Mystery Dinner
By Nathan Northrup
GVL Staff Writer
The 1980s are coming back 
— but only for one night — as 
Grand Valley Stale University’s 
Residence Housing Association 
gears up to host this year’s 
annual RHA Murder Mystery 
Dinner.
The theme this year is A 
Prom to Die For with actors, 
participants and guests dressing 
in 1980s fashion.
“Most of the actors’ 
clothing came from my mom’s 
wardrobe.” said Chelsea Roe, 
RHA president. “The clothes 
are actually things she wore 
during the 80s."
Dinner preparations were 
made possible by getting 
student volunteers to audition 
for parts and memorize scripts. 
Advertising was done in 
conjunction with University 
Promotions.
The retro-themed dinner
and show will revolve around 
a “who-dun-it" type script, 
acquired from KillerScripts. 
com. a 13-year-old company 
that is a division of Mystery 
Dinner Playhouse, said Erin 
Marsh. RHA secretary.
"The site has always served 
us well in the past.” Marsh 
said.
Some who plan to attend are 
already anticipating different 
aspects of the event.
"It will be interesting to 
see people I know performing 
at this event,” said GVSU 
freshman Lauren Graham. 
"You don’t always see people 
you know performing.”
While the actors have put in 
a lot of work to get the show 
together, Marsh said a main 
highlight of the dinner and show 
will be the actors’ costumes.
“I’m excited to sec people 
all dressed up in bodacious 80s 
attire," Marsh said.
The costuming will include 
styles varying from French- 
rolled jeans to denim jackets 
and leg warmers.
“The purpose of the Mystery 
Dinner is to give students and 
staff a professional program to 
come out to. as well as trying to 
find a fun way to get our name 
out there.” Marsh said.
For students who have nevfr 
been to a Murder Mystery 
Dinner before. Roe said this 
event is a perfect opportunity 
to experience one. Students can 
dress up, enjoy a good mystery 
and enjoy an evening that will 
be a blast from the past. Roe 
added.
“The 80s attire is optional, 
but come on. everyone knows 
that it's so much fun," Marsh 
said. •;
The doors of the Alumni 
House will open at 6:30 p.m. 
today with dinner beginning 
at 7 p.m. in the Perry Dining 
Room. Tickets for the event 
are available at the 2020 
Information Desk for $3.' 
Participants may choose a 
vegetarian or meat entree for 
dinner.
“Even though this is a 
traditional RHA event, every* 
single year it is so much more, 
different from the previouk 
year.” Roc said.
RHA sponsors about seven- 
programs every year on 
campus for residents of GVSU 
and is the governing body for 
the residents of GVSU-owned 
housing. ...
For more information, 
e-mail Marsh at RHA_ 
RecordsWyahoo.com.
Panel to create open discussion about disabilities:;;
The Disability 
Awareness Panel 
will answer 
questions, share 
experiences of 
students
By Kelly Garrett
GVL Staff Writer
For some Grand Valley 
State University students, 
people with disabilities and 
their struggles are a mystery.
From 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. 
today, an open discussion 
panel will be held in the 
Cook-DcWitt Center to give 
students the opportunity to 
find answers. The Let’s talk 
about it: Disability Awareness 
Panel encourages community 
members to ask questions and 
share their own experiences 
with disabilities on and off 
campus.
Organization for the 
Advancement of Students 
with Disabilities will host 
the panel, along with staff 
members of the Stafford and 
Swanson living centers.
The purpose of the 
event is to allow students 
to ask their peers with 
disabilities questions in a safe 
environment, said Lauren 
Pickering. OASD treasurer.
“We’re open to talk about 
everything from accessibility 
on campus to sexuality.” 
Pickering said. “We just want 
to make people aware of w hat 
it is like for a person on this 
campus with a disability.”
OASD is an organization 
of people with disabilities — 
physical, mental or otherwise 
— and those who support 
them. The group has worked 
with Facilities Planning and 
Services to make the GVSU 
campuses more accessible for 
people with disabilities.
“All of the administration 
is behind us 1(H) percent,” 
Pickering said. “We have been 
co-programming with some 
MAs (multicultural assistants) 
to put on awareness programs 
and are willing to work with 
staff or other organizations to 
do more of these programs.”
Theresa Squires, an 
activist from the Michigan 
Disabilities Rights Coalition, 
will moderate the panel. 
Squires is an AmeriCorps 
Vista Volunteer at MDRC 
and is heavily involved in 
supporting college campus 
groups of students with 
disabilities. She also spent 
two years at Michigan State 
University, where she was 
vice president and president of 
the council for Students with 
Disabilities. MDRC is a non­
profit organization founded in 
1983.
The Disability Support 
Services on GVSU’s Allendale 
Campus provides support 
services to better the learning 
environment for students with 
disabilities. It also serves to 
help educate the university and 
community about disability 
issues. The Disability Support 
Services and the Advising 
Resource Center are both 
located in room 200 of the 
Student Services Building.
“A lot of people call 
the office with disability 
questions thinking that we are 
the disabilities office,” said 
Lindsay Patton, a secretary at
the Advising Resource Center. 
“The people in the disabilities 
office work hard to help others 
and don't always have time to 
answer all of questions that
need to be answered.”
Patton said this panel will 
be a great way for GVSU 
community members to hav$, 
their questions answered.
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Grand Valey 'Jnrversrty
senior quarterback Culen Hnneny 
- on me verge of winning the 
SOth game of hb carter while 
Paying ter the Lakars. With a win 
at Sunday night's playoff game at 
home, Rnnerty wfl reach the half- 
. century mark Rnnerty o also a 
finalist for the Karton HU Award
Throughout the past three 
games, the Grand Vaftey State 
University hockey team has only 
scored a combined three goals 
The sluggish offense accounted 
for a pair of losses to Indiana 
University during the weekend. 
The Lakers lost by scores of 3-1 
and 4-2
On Sunday, Delta State University 
win dash against its fourth 
undefeated opponent in the 
playoffs The Lakers, who have 
dipped through both the season 
and postseason without a loss, 
wi look to end Delta State's 
three-game winning streak 
against undefeated teams.
GV looks to regroup after three-game losing streak
Hockey team continues 
to mount on losing 
streak by falling to 
Indiana University
By Kevin Vallance
GVL Staff Writer
A slumping offense and questionable 
calls led to a pair of losses for the Grand 
Valley State University hockey team as 
it took on league rival Indiana University 
in Bloomington, Ind. last weekend.
The Lakers normal high-powered 
offense has been absent during the past 
three games, resulting in a losing streak. 
During the first 17 games of the season. 
GVSU failed to score three goals or 
more only once, yet have only mustered 
three goals in the past three contests 
combined.
The offensive slump is nothing to be 
worried about, said GVSU head coach 
Denny McLean.
'Traditionally, teams go through 
a three- or four-game spread in a long 
hockey season like this/* he said. *i 
think every year that I’ve been here
we've gone through this around the 
same time of year."
Senior forward Adam Zobl said 
the team needs to keep it simple and 
get hack to the strategies it used in the 
previous 10 games, a streak where the 
Lakers were 9-0-1.
“We get in trouble when we try to be 
too fancy or do things we aren’t used to 
doing,” Zobl said. “We've got four of 
the best captains you could want on a 
team, and there's no question that they 
will talk to the rest of the team and 
address the issue.”
Even with a struggling offense, 
GVSU was able to keep both weekend 
games against Indiana close.
In Friday's contest, the Lakers trailed 
2-1 in the third period, but a no-call on 
what McLean said should have been 
a high-sticking penalty allowed the 
Hoosiers to score their third goal. The 
goal put a dagger into the hearts of the 
Lakers and proved to be the last of the 
game, as GVSU was unable to mount a 
comeback, losing 3-1.
Penalties were just as costly in 
Saturday's game, although they were not 
missed calls. McLean said the referees 
See Hockey, B4
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Fighting for possession: GVSU forward Nate Beverwyk leant into a shot agamst Missouri State 
University on Nov 10 The lakers dropped two games to Indiana University last weekend
Dominant teams to clash in semis
During the weekend, the Grand 
Valley State University men's and 
women's swim teams had 16 
times which qualified swimmers 
for the national meet at the end 
of the season The men finished 
in fourth place and the women 
finished in sixth place at the 
Wheaton College Invitational.
GET YOUR
LAKER
NEWS
ONLINE
www.lanthorn.com
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Saginaw Valley 2-0 4-1
Grand Valley H 5-1
Ferris State H 3-3
Michigan Tech M 1*1
lake Superior 0-1 2-4
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Hillsdale 2-0 W
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley 2-0 6-1
Ferris State 2-0 5-1
Michigan Tech 2-0 4-2
Lake Superior State 1-0 4*2
Nofthwn Michigan 1-1 2-4
Northwood M 11
Saginaw Valley 0*1 M
2*9 4*1
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Stopping the drive: Senior Buster Larkins takes down a University of North Dakota player during the home game on Dec 2 GVSU will match up against Delta State University at home on Sunday
Lakers will battle Delta State University, a team accustomed to beating undefeated foes
By Brandon Watson
GVL St (iff Writer
Cullen Finnerty is arguably the best 
player in the country for Division II, and 
he is the all-time winningest player in 
college football history. *
His 49 wins at the helm of Grand 
Valley State University is more than any 
player at any division.
Make no mistake. Finnerty is 
completely about his team and never 
takes the credit he sometimes deserves. 
A finalist for the Harlon Hill Trophy, the 
Division II equivalent to the Heisman 
Trophy, he said he credits the coaching 
staff and his team.
“It is an honor to be a finalist for 
that award.” Finnerty said. “But in the
same way, it's a testament to our team. 
It definitely goes back to playing with a 
good team."
Finnerty leads his team into what 
many consider the biggest game in 
Lubbers Stadium history. Delta State 
University comes to Allendale for a 
clash in a national semifinal game with 
the winner playing for the ultimate prize 
— a national championship.
ESPN2 will broadcast the game of 
these two high-powered teams, which 
on paper looks to be an amazing contest 
The Athletics department staff members 
are calling for a “blackout” to occur 
on Sunday, as they want everyone in 
attendance to wear black.
Delta Stale comes into the contest as 
one of the hottest teams in the country.
In their last six games, the Statesmen 
have held their opponents to a mild nine 
points per game, while scoring more 
than 30 themselves. During the playoffs, 
they have consecutively beaten three 
undefeated teams.
“If we don't bother their quarterback, 
he can put up some big numbers." said 
GVSU head coach Chuck Marlin. "They 
like to chuck the hall around and put up 
a lot of points."
Scott Eyster is the Statesmen 
quarterback who has some impressive 
numbers this season Throwing for 33 
touchdowns and more than 3.600 yards. 
Eyster is a weapon the Lakers have not 
seen this season On top of throwing the 
football all over the field. Delta State 
has developed a running game as well.
“Early on in the season, it looked 
like their running game struggled," 
Martin said. “They've really brought it 
on lately, and that makes them a lough 
team to beat."
The Laker defense has been a major 
reason for the team's undefeated season, 
and with the balanced attack of Delta 
State, the upcoming challenge will be a 
big one. While Finnerty and the offense 
can out sc ore almost any team in the 
country, the defense has played up to 
championship status all season long. 
Linebacker Anthony Adams has been a 
leader and presence all year who takes 
no team for granted
Though Delta State has beaten three 
undefeated teams in a row. Adams said
See Football, B4
Lakers swim toward personal bests, school records
Courtesy wwwtfiUc wf
Swimmers break records at 
Wheaton College Invitational, 
qualify for national competition
By Brian Beaupied
. GVL Staff Writer
The Grand Valley State University men’s and 
women’s swim teams continue to improve en route 
to fourth and sixth place finishes respectively at this 
weekend's Wheaton College Invitational
With a total of 312 points, the men placed founh 
behind Division I opponents University of Wisconsin- 
Milwaukee and Washington University and a top- 
10 Division III program in Hope College. Wheaton 
College. Stevens Point. Albion College. College of 
DuPage and North Central College rounded out the 
rest of the Laken’ competition
The women tallied 367 points for a sixth place
showing. Ahead of the Lakers were Wisconsin- 
Milwaukee. Washington. Stevens Point, Hope and 
Wheaton
Coming out of reduced practice during Thanksgiving 
break, head coach Dewey Newsome set the bar high 
for his swimmers that weekend
“After three days of reduced work, we expected to 
go down well-rested and to swim fast, and we did." 
Newsome said.
Swimming fast may have been an understatement 
The Laken set 101 season-best swims during the 
36-event invitational. 44 of which were lifetime bests 
for GVSU swimmen. Other highlights included a 
vanity record time of 6:59.79 in the men s 800-yard 
freestyle relay. The team of freshmen Matt Witkowski 
and Aaron Phillippe and senion Justin Vasquez and 
Dan Kimble now hold the school record Freshman 
Ryan Kraai also set a GVSU freshman record time in 
the 500-yard freestyle with 4:46 66
See Swimming, B4
GVl AnM** i Amm UkwMn
TMtlng a breath Senior Justin Vasquez competes to record 
two NCAA "I" qujkfymg times m the 200-yard freestyle and 
100-yard butterfly, and hts 800-yard freestyle relay taam aHo set 
a new varsity school record this weekend at the Wheaton College 
Invitational where the Laker men finished fourth
1
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Playoff would remedy 
‘Bull Crap System’
By Bill Seiies
CVL Staff Writ*
The Bowl Championship 
Scries has done it again
There are reasons the BCS 
is often referred to as the 
“Bull Crap System,” and the 
University of Michigan fans 
know exactly why that is now.
There is no doubt in my 
mind that Michigan got the 
short end of 
the stick in 
this deal. The 
Wolverines 
were an nimpressive 
11-1 with a 
14 point win 
over No. 5 
University of
Wisconsin and------
a dominating 
26-point win over No. 11 
University of Notre Dame The 
Wolverines’ only loss was by 
three points on the road to the 
No. I team in the country, Ohio 
State University.
Meanwhile, the University 
of Florida played one of the 
nation's toughest schedules 
with wins over the universities 
of Tennessee and Arkansas and 
Louisiana State University and 
a 10-point road loss to Auburn 
University.
How, then, are football 
fans, the world's most biased 
fans outside of the World Cup. 
supposed to distinguish between 
these two teams? The trick is 
that they are not.
Many experts in the sports 
media, along with supporters 
of Michigan and Florida, made 
valid arguments for either 
team to play for the national 
championship However. 
Michigan head coach Lloyd 
Carr has made the best 
argument for any team — a 
playoff.
Local sports commentator 
Bill Simonson called for a 
play-in game between Florida 
and Michigan for the right to 
play Ohio State in the national 
championship. While that 
thinking is fine for Michigan, 
it leaves out Wisconsin and 
University of Louisville, which
lost only one game, and Boise 
State University, which went 
undefeated.
Instead, college football 
needs a playoff involving 12 
teams To maintain tradition, the 
six major conference champions 
will receive automatic invites 
with the final six teams 
being chosen by a selection 
committee, similar to the 
NCAA Tournament Committee 
in college basketball
Games will start this 
weekend with the top four seeds 
(Ohio State. Florida, Michigan 
and Louisiana State University 
this year) receiving byes with 
the No. 5 to 12 seeded teams 
playing each other. Match 
ups including University of 
Southern California versus 
Wake Forest University. 
Louisville versus Notre Dame. 
Wisconsin versus the University 
of Oklahoma and Boise State 
versus Auburn would bring 
incredible excitement.
Such a playoff system 
would be the biggest event in 
all of sports. Imagine a playoff 
where stoned universities like 
Michigan. Oklahoma. USC and 
Notre Dame were all given a 
chance to win a national title.
Opponents argue against 
the long schedules and decline 
in prestige to the current bowl 
games that a playoff would 
create. However, both of those 
issues are quickly remedied, 
lb reduce the strain of a long 
season, teams would return 
to playing 10- or 11 -game 
seasons. Games against Honda 
International University and 
Grambling State University 
could easily be dropped from 
the schedules of top teams.
Also, the bowl games 
would carry more meaning if 
eliminated playoff teams were 
selected by bowl committees.
If USC and Wisconsin both lost 
in the first round. 1 am sure the 
Rose Bowl Committee would 
happily scoop them up for New 
Year’s Day.
While a 12-team playoff 
still leaves a few teams on the 
bubble, it rewards teams that 
played difficult schedules and
See BCS, B4
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Pregame pride: lnoted fans greet sophomore Dan Skuta as he jumps into the stands before the home ptayoff game against the University of North Dakota on Dec 2 •>
Game time may prove bittersweet
By Jayson Bussa and 
Brandon Watson
GVLStqff
This weekend, most Grand 
Valley State University stu­
dents will cram for their final 
examinations.
Die-hard Laker football fans 
may find it hard to concentrate 
on the chemical equation for 
hydrogen bromide as arguably 
one of the biggest football 
games in school history comes 
to campus Sunday night.
The Lakers will face off 
against Delta State Univer­
sity in the Division II NCAA 
semifinal game at Lubbers 
Stadium. A win would earn the 
Lakers a trip to Florence. Ala. 
for the national championship 
matchup.
The scheduling of Sunday's 
game is different than what 
Laker fans are used to during 
the regular season. The semifi­
nal game will be held Sunday 
night, as opposed to the tradi­
tional Saturday night kickoff.
The reason for the time 
change is to sync with the 
scheduling of ESPN2, which 
will nationally televise the 
competition.
In the midst of finals, this 
may conflict with students' al­
ready busy schedules.
However. Athletic Director 
Tim Selgo said the new game 
time could prove to be benefi­
cial for students, but not for 
families.
“It will effect families,” Sel­
go said. “With children having 
to go to school on Monday and 
students taking exams."
He said he encourages all 
students to come out to the 
game, which could serve as an 
effective break from studying 
all weekend long. The semifi­
nal round of competition is a 
worthy event since it is a “big 
game with a lot at stake." Sel­
go added.
Even with its 7 p.m, start 
time. Selgo said it is essential 
for fans to attend the game for 
several reasons.
This is the last football game 
played in Allendale for the rest 
of the year. If the Lakers win. 
their final game will be hun­
dreds of miles away from cam­
pus. Also, Selgo expressed a 
need to support the seniors on 
the team and show them their 
efforts all year long are appre­
ciated.
As an added incentive, the 
first 2.000 students to pur­
chase tickets will receive them 
for free, just as it has been for 
all previous postseason games. 
Tickets may be purchased in 
the main athletic office in the 
Fieldhouse, at the 2020 Infor­
mation Desk or at the home 
men's and women’s basketball 
games tonight. Tickets are also 
available through Star Tickets 
Plus.
With the ESPN2 network 
rolling into town, some pri­
or issues have been raised, 
which are quite reminiscent of 
the previous nationally tele­
vised game this year (Sept. 21 
against Michigan Technologi­
cal University on CSTV).
However, w ith the semifio£ 
event being held on a weekeig 
rather than a Thursday. whj^g 
was the case for the last tei^« 
vised game. Selgo said pa|l{ 
ing will not be an issue.
The only concern for (fig 
Athletics department is spadqg 
he added. The GVSN prodi)< 
tion crew, which attends 
games, operates out of a sinf(| 
truck. The larger scale ESPN} 
will use two production truc)ii£ 
which makes space somewbig 
of an issue, Selgo said.
With ESPN2 comes two bij£ 
name announcers as former Dc» 
troit Lion Chris Spielman .rnd 
sports announcer Gary Thornf 
will call the game live from tht 
Lubbers Stadium press botu 
Spielman is a four-time Pt$ 
Bowl linebacker. Thorne bd 
experience in calling play- 
play for both ESPN and ABC 
after beginning his career 
radio announcer for the 
York Mets.
#1 Grand Valley State (13-0)
will host
Sunday, Dec. 10 at 7:00 p.m.
NCAA Division II Football Semfinals 
The game will be televised nationally 
on IMS live from Lubbers Stadium 
It marks the first time has been at GVSU
Michelle Pawlak. A6E Editor 
.i" .«ep inthorn com
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students to dance, play their way into holidays
;frcal performing 
groups join 
produce full 
production of ‘The 
lutcracker’
By Brandy Arnold
CVL Staff Writer
As the holidays quickly 
ch. Grand Valley State 
iversity is filled with the spirits 
1 sounds of the season.
‘The Nutcracker." a longtime 
of this celebration, will be 
formed by the GVSU Dance 
GVSU Symphony 
Orchestra and Great Lakes Youth 
Ballet this weekend. Tchaikovsky's 
ballet is set to hit the stage in the 
Allendale High School Performing 
Arts Center at 2 and 8 p.m. on 
Saturday and 3 p.m. on Sunday.
"This is really a wonderful, 
exciting and grand production.” said 
Brian Asher Alhadetf. conductor for 
the GVSU Symphony Orchestra.
He said although the GVSU 
music department may not bring 
the precision of a professional 
company, it will provide a more 
inumate and traditional presentation 
of the ballet.
Members of the department have 
never performed a full production 
of "The Nutcracker" before Last 
year participants played music 
from act two of the ballet without 
sets or costumes.
“It was a roaring success." 
AlhadefT said. ‘There was standing 
room only in the Louis Armstrong 
Theatre.”
This year will be a huge 
undertaking, he said. The Grand 
Rapids Boys Chorus and technical 
staff and students from Allendale 
High School will also be involved.
"The event involves more than
200 musicians, staff, students and 
community members.” AlhadefT 
said.
The preparation for the ballet has 
been intense, said Jefferson Baum, 
director of the Dance Ensemble
“Lately it’s been rehearse, 
rehearse, rehearse." he said. "The 
dancers leave the theater tired, but 
very satisfied."
At times, rehearsals reach epic 
proportions, with more than 200 
people performing to some capacity 
at the same time. AlhadefT said
Baum said he is excited the 
orchestra will accompany the 
dancers again this year.
"It’s a lot more of an educational 
experience for the dancers.” he 
said. “They have to listen carefully 
to the music because it's live and 
marginally different every time."
AlhadefT said both he and Baum 
developed the program and have 
worked closely together throughout 
rehearsals. Baum tells AlhadefT
how fast or slow the music should 
be and where cuts will be made.
“I observe ballet rehearsals 
and put notes in my score that 
correspond to different styles of 
each particular dancer.” AlhadefT 
said.
They both agreed The Walt/ of 
Snowflakes” is their favorite pan 
of the ballet.
"There will be 30 beautiful girls 
in beautiful costumes dancing to 
beautiful music," Baum said. “At 
the end of the scene, it actually 
starts snowing.”
AlhadefT said he loves that the 
Boys Chorus joins forces with 
the orchestra to create the winter 
effect.
Angie Meyers, an orchestra 
member, said she loves the second 
act because its songs remind her of 
the holidays.
"’The Nutcracker' is one of 
my favorite pieces." she said. ‘To 
be able to play something you’ve
grown up listening to is really 
exciting."
Alhadetf said he and Baum 
hope to make the ballet an annual 
tradition at GVSU.
“The community and students 
will remember this occasion for the 
rest of their lives.” he said.
Tickets are $13 far adults and 
$3 far students and children. They 
are available at the door, by calling 
(616) 892-5594 or at Family Fare 
Supermarkets and Pack n' Mail 
Plus in Allendale.
■Jftarkway £Tropics
BEAUTIFUL GIRLS DAY & NIGHT
GVl Aichivt / AftMay Comstock
Dramatic dancing: Members of the Great Lakes Youth Ballet Company Katie Rancourt, 11, and Brandon Meir, 17. perform m last year's production of "The Nutcracker’ tn 
me Lours Armstrong Theatre A full production of the play will be held in the Allendale High School Performing Arts Center this weekend
Get in FREE from 9pm-2am
•Must present College 10
Satantayb Ladies Nlghtf 
ale Dancers IVEIIV Saturday
9pm-2am■ '
.-.v .
LunchlforusJoin
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Double bill sets the stage for 
student-directed plays at GV
pair of plays will 
>pen on campus 
;riday as part of 
he Performance 
Student Series
By Michelle Pawlak
GVl. A&E Editor
■ Grand Valley Stale 
{University students will get the 
(bance to see their peers unite 
bring the double bill of "The 
fourth Wall" and “Wildwood 
Park” to campus, opening 
friday.
1 The plays are part of the 
Performance Student Series. 
|lso known as the PS. Series. 
£ach year, students submit 
proposals to the theater faculty, 
who then select which students 
jfcet to direct a play of their 
fhoice.
W The year after the selection, 
ft>e magic of theater begins 
ih'hen the student directors get 
Jo select their cast and crew and 
legin working on the show. At 
{he end of the semester, the
Clays are taken into the GVSU ouis Armstrong Theatre’s 
{Performing Arts Center and 
shared with the community.
• Kenny James, senior and
director of "The Fourth Wall.” 
(he first play on the double bill, 
described the play as ”a theater 
political farce.” The story
is based on four characters: 
$ husband and wife, an 
interior designer and a theater 
professor.
1 After Peggy, the wife,
becomes paranoid that a world 
exists beyond her living room 
wall, her husband brings in the 
two other characters to help 
decipher her thoughts and help 
ber understand reality. The play 
Concentrates on the debates 
and discussions the four have, 
mainly regarding current
politics with a few elements of 
foxual comedy. James said 
•I T had an interesting time 
with this play because I’m 
not very political, hut this is 
i politically high comedy." 
James said. T think this play is
GVl I Ann* fehwallwr
Scripted interaction: Seniors Pat Kepiey and Chnsttanne Sam/ rehearse their 
parts as Dr Simian and Ms Haviland for the 'Wildwood Park" performance written 
by Doug Wright and directed by senior Megan Smith This performance wilt run 
after ’The Fourth Wall" during this weekend's double bill in the Louis Armstrong 
Theatre's Performing Arts Center
what theater is. It’s supposed to 
support and challenge people's 
beliefs, so this gives me a venue 
to unbiasedly put a thought out 
there and let the audience do 
with it what they may."
He added the play will 
surely spur reactions from the 
audience, specifically in West 
Michigan.
"I put this play on stage 
with no motives," James said. 
“It’s not me trying to change 
the world, but allowing for 
characters to comment on it 
and letting the audience take 
what they want from those 
perspectives."
The second play on the 
double bill will be "Wildwood 
Park" directed by GVSU senior 
Megan Smith. It is a suspense 
story about a real estate agent 
showing a house to a potential 
buyer The audience learns about 
the house's terrible history, as a 
family was murdered in it. and 
the agent begins suspecting 
the buyer is really a journalist 
trying to find a story. From 
there, the story unfolds taking 
many surprising turns.
Smith said she selected the 
play to stray from her usual 
genre — comedy. She said 
"Wildwood Park" stood out 
to her while reading the stage 
directions, and she thought she 
could put her own twist on it.
"1 liked the state directions
that said the actors are just 
walking on a blue print and 
should look like pawns on 
a board game." she said. “I 
wanted to take that to the 
extreme."
She added that the play has a 
universal subject matter which 
should be appealing to audience 
members.
"When had things happen 
in the news, people tend to get 
obsessed with it." Smith said. 
"The real estate agent gets 
obsessed with what happened 
in the house rather than seeing 
what’s happening in front of 
her face.”
The PS. Series is a great 
opportunity for students, as 
Smith said it has given her 
more experience for jobs after 
college.
"Without this opportunity, 
I don't think I would be ready 
to direct something out of 
college." Smith said. "I've 
learned so much It’s hard work 
making sure all the aspects 
come together to make one 
show."
The GVSU community will 
have three chances to see the 
double bill. On Friday and 
Saturday the plays begin at 
7:30 p.m.. and on Sunday the 
plays will begin at 2 p.m.
For more information, visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu and click 
on Campus Events.
onifen
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Rates and Floor Plans
available
• 4 Vt Baths
• Garage on some units
• Walkout units 111111C •
• Daylight units
• Free cable with lease
• Washer and dryer in every unit
• Professionally designed closets 
41 Over 1600 square feet per unit
• Covered car ports ** ,3
• Walking distance of restaurants H
and grocery store
• Bus stop, a few minutes walking distance Tj *
• GVSU Alumni / Allendale owned and operated ^.*5^
• Energy efficient. Green built buildings, . *
resulting in lower utility bills ^
• Energy efficient windows and doors also * f
resulting in lower utility bills mfr
• Roommate profile service V
• Walking path through woods -jftk ^ "
• % of a mile from campus > • j* * ,
* v 5>.
> *
_ « I L, .
www.conifercreektownhomes.com
Call (616) 895-3737
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Hockey
continued from poge § 1
called loo many penalties, 
which kepi his team in defensive 
• mode for most of the game
GVSU's penalty kill has been 
'solid all season, however, with 
players going to the penalty box 
one after another, the Lakers 
frequently had to work with only 
three men on the ice. Indiana was 
able to take advantage of GVSU's 
penalty woes, scoring three five- 
on-three power play goals and 
beating the Lakers for the second 
straight night, this time by a score 
i of 4-2.
| Freshman goal tender Grant 
Lyon, who made 36 saves in 
Saturday's game, said taking too 
' many costly penalties is what did 
his team in.
’’When we played the Hoosiers 
full stiength. they stood no chance 
against us." he said. "We dominated 
play up until we took penalties."
The two losses drop the 
Lakers league record to 4-3, as 
their overall record falls to 10-
Football
continued from page B1
he knows his team is ready.
“It’s definitely a challenge for 
us as a defense.” he said. "They are 
in the semis too. so they have to be 
u good team."
In the regional final game against 
University of North Dakota, the 
Lakers committed five turnovers 
and still managed a 10-point win. 
Martin credited that to jumping 
on the Fighting Sioux early and 
not letting them claw back into the 
game during the first half.
Turnovers can destroy any 
team's chances of winning a 
football game, especially against 
a formidable opponent like Delta 
State. Like any big game, turnovers
8-2. GVSU now sits in a second 
place tie with Indiana in the Great 
Midwest Hockey League
The Lakers will look to get 
back on track next weekend when 
they take on the two teams who sit 
ahead of them in the rankings on 
consecutive nights
McLean and his No. 3 Lakers 
will head over to Patterson Ice 
Arena Friday, to take on rival 
Davenport University, cunently 
the top-ranked team in the Division 
II Central Region. McLean said he 
and his team are looking forward 
to the challenge.
“It's a battle of Grand Rapids 
when it gets down to it," he said. 
"We know we’re on their minds, 
and they're going to have to deal 
with us."
Things will not get much easier 
for the Lakers on Saturday, as 
Michigan State University will 
come to town. The Spartans are 
now the No. 2 team in the region, a 
spot GVSU held until recently.
Since the two teams who finish 
atop the region get a free pass to 
nationals without going through
and the running game will be the 
keys to success.
With weather conditions 
likely to be about 20 degrees 
with howling wind, throwing the 
football could become a problem. 
With the wind coming out of the 
south last weekend, GVSU took 
advantage early, having the wind 
at their backs allowing them to 
easily throw the football. Martin, 
no stranger to wanting to put up 
points, said he believes the ability 
to run the football could hold the 
ultimate key to this game
"In order to win a big game like 
this, we are going to have to do 
three things." Martin sakl. “If we 
can run the football, stop the run 
from Delta and win the turnover
BCS
continued from page B2
only lost one or two games. 
The only emotion to match the 
excitement of a college football 
playoff is the disappointment 
Care and the Michigan 
Wolverines arc feeling right now.
However, the BCS will remain 
until something drastic is done.
College football teams are 
given offers to each of the major 
bowl games A playoff system 
will never occur until the top 
teams decline the invitations
and instead schedule their own 
playoff games. Athletic directors 
would be famous for setting up 
the first college football playoff. 
Certainly Michigan. Wisconsin 
and Louisville would sign up for 
such a system.
Take the power out of the 
hands out of the press and give 
it back to the coaches, let them 
settle their dispute on the field. 
The BCS will not give away its 
power any more than will Fidel 
Castro. College football needs its 
own uprising. We need a playoff.
a playoff. McLean said these two 
games will be crucial for his squad. 
Even with a slumping offense, he 
said he remains confident his team 
can come out of the weekend with 
two wins.
"The thing about the two teams 
is when you start to go man-on- 
inan and player-by-player, we 
match up very well." he said.
The Lakers will make a few 
adjustments before the weekend’s 
games, however. McLean said 
they will be nothing major.
“We're nut going to do anything 
upside down, but enough that it’s 
going to put some spice in our 
lives." he said.
McLean said the adjustments 
his team will make arc “cosmetic" 
and include switching up a few 
lines and putting guys who played 
well together earlier in the season 
on the ice at the same time.
These will be the Lakers’ last 
two games before a break for the 
holidays. Action will pick up for 
the team again when it heads to 
Florida for three games Jan. 5 
through 7.
battle, we feel like we can be in a 
pretty good situation ”
The game will be played Sunday 
at 7 p.m. instead of the Lakers' 
regular kickoff day of Saturday.
Delta State will look to end the 
11-game home playoff winning 
streak of GVSU. however, the 
team will have to do it on a national 
stage and in unfavorable weather.
Swimming
continued from page B1
"We wanted to qualify our men 
and women 400 medley relays and 
just missed accomplishing that 
goal." Newsome said.
The men’s medley relay team 
of Vasquez. Witkowski. junior 
Evan Kobes and sophomore Justin 
BarkeJ barely missed qualifying 
for nationals by three-hundredths 
of a second with an official time of 
3:25.02.
“Our medley relay teams are 
where our strength is," Newsome 
added.
The meet had other national 
implications for the Lakers. During 
the weekend. 16 GVSU times 
qualified a collection of Lakers 
for the national meet including 
one "A" time and 15 "B" times. 
Kobes set the "A" qualifying mark 
in the 100-yard backstroke with a 
time of 58.86. which means he will 
compete at nationals.
The "B” times, which are 
provisional qualifying times, were 
set by Vasquez in the 200 freestyle 
and 100 butterfly. Barkel in both 
the 100 and 200 breast-strokes and 
freshman Haas Hill in the 100 
breaststroke.
Freshmen Alison VanKampen 
torched the time clocks with 
four provisional qualifying times 
notching two in each the 200 1M 
and 100 brcaststrokes. Sophomore 
Jenna Thayer also set four "B" 
times including twice in the 100 
butterfly, once in the 200 butterfly
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and once in the 200 IM Fellow 
sophomore Danielle Bugiio 
notched two provisional limes 
in the 100 medley relay and 200 
backstroke
“This meet is probably faster 
and better quality of competition 
than at our conference meet." 
Newsome said.
The GVSU divers were not 
present at Wheaton Instead they 
competed at the Calvin College 
Diving Invitational. Junior Joel 
Overway won both the one- and 
three-meter diving events for 
the men, while seniors Raelyn
Prclewitz and Jennifer Hillson 
finished second on the one- and 
three-meter dives, respectively 
“We dove extremely well," 
Newsome said, despite his squad 
being divided during the weekend 
The 1-aker swim teams will 
be off of competition for the 
remainder of 2006 before kicking 
off the new year at the University 
of Indianapolis Invitational Jan 
$ and 6. This will initiate the 
homestretch for the swim squads 
as they both prepare for the Great 
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference meet in February.
WINNER! BEST PLAY
2005 TONY AWARD PULITZER PRIZE
^0 seats
Mozt G-T
wCherry Jones
Chris McCarry
DOUBT
John Patrick Sh^nley 
Doug Hughes
January 2-7, 2007 
OeVos Performance Hall
www.bwaygr.org
616-235-6285
Tickets available through Broadway Theatre Guild. Tcketmaster or OeVos Place
Broadway ,
Theatre ficfcefmaster W/. .
r,uii(i ---------- 1 watiks
1> tuftst I Wttmt :
mon te$
Tuesday
acoustic music
$1.00 you call its from 10-11 
$1 wells & domestic bottles for 
ladies from 9-close.
$2.00 domestic bottles for guys 
from 9-close
Wednesday
live bands
m
$1 domestic bottles 
well drinks
erytbmg else
Thursday
girls night out
$3 specialty martinis $3 frambois 
$2 stoli drinks and $3 glass of 
moscato d’asti for the ladies 
$2 domestics for ladies and guys 
from 9 until dose
Friday
dj greg knot! playing the best in Top 
40 and dance from 10 until close
Saturday
dj rob spencer playing top 40 and 
dance from 10 until close
Hours of Operation
Monday-Saturday 11 am-2am 
Sunday 12pm-2am 
Happy Hour from 4pm-7pm Mon-Fri 
Full food menu until 1am Every Night of the week
Open for Lunch Daily
Tuesdays
$1 Domestic Drafts 9pm- 12am 
Vj Off Appetizers 9w-1 am
Wednesdays
$1 Domestic Beers
. *1 Well Drinks 9pm I 2am 
Vj Off Appetizers l
Thursdays
$10 Bucket Beer 9* m-1 ax*
Bloody Sundays
*4.00 Burgers & Fries 2pm-8pm 
*2.°° Bud Light Draft-.
$3.°° Bloody Mary Bar All Day & All Night!
Over 60 Sauces, Mixes, and Spices to choose from!
@si§©(j®§® IfWkg IMdGy
44K Bridge NW Grand Rapids (616) 742-6035
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111 HAT DID VDD 
LIKE DI05T ADODT 
IDDRKDIG AT THE
LMTHDRn?
'
AlADIKRAm
*1 will always value the friendships 
and experiences I had at the 
Lanthorn. Thank you to everyone 
who showed me how great 
journalism and can be."
IHHISSA H0RE5
"The greatest memories of my 
college career were spent at the 
Lanthorn. I’ve met lifelong friends 
and have had the opportunity of 
working with some of the most 
talented people I've ever met. I'm 
SO PROUD of having the Lanthorn 
on my list of accomplishments and 
can't wait to see where it will be in 
the future *
P.S. Thanks for everything Larry.
CHRIS CASAZIA
'The thing I LOVED most about 
the Lanthorn was the friendships 
and the atmosphere!!!'
[Aim 
Z004-Z00G
'I LOVED working with students 
that really care about GVSU.'
THE LAIITHORn THAHKS YOU 
FOR AU OF YOUR HARO UIORK
a no oioiCATion in irakioo
THI5 PAPER UIHAT IT IS TOOAY!
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Erika C. Danias
Erika,
Congratulations on 
graduating from 
GVSU "School of 
Education". We are so 
proud of you!
Love,
Mom & Dad
Mark C. Fredricks
Mark,
Congratulations! 
We are so 
proud of you!
Love,
Mom & Dad
Stephanie Gates
Stephanie,
Congratulations on 
graduating from GVSU. 
We are so proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Grandpa 
and Aunt Gladys
Chelsea L. Hall
Chelsea,
Congratulations on your 
college graduation; 
you've earned it! We 
are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Becky
James A. Hilker
James,
We are so proud of you! 
One day you are a little 
boy and the next you 
are a college grad. We 
are so proud of the man 
you have become.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Toby
Joseph J. Hinkins
Joe,
Congratulations! 
You always make 
us proud.
Love,
Mom & Dad
Denny LaGorio
Denny,
Congratulations! This 
event displays your 
hard-work, persistence, 
and the foundation 
of your future. We are 
so proud of the 
gentleman you have 
Become.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Mandy
David R. Lauters
Dear David,
We are filled with pride 
for the accomplishments 
you have made and the 
man you have become. 
Love you.
May the force be with 
you!:)
Your Family
'*•
. V' t
§ )
Michael A. McFadden
Michael,
Congratulations Mike 
on a job well done. We 
wish you many more 
successful endeavors. 
God Bless you.
Love your family,
Mom, Dad, Steve and 
Jennifer
Melissa Flores
Melissa Baby,
Congratulations on your graduation. 
We are so proud of you. We love you!
Sarah R. Helwig
Sarah,
We are proud of you. 
Love,
Mom and Dad
P.S. What nightmare?!?
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Holly R. Nickels
Holly,
We are so proud 
of you. You finally 
made it. Now it's 
time for you to take 
us on vacation!
Love,
Mom, Dad and Luke
Justin R. Piper
Justin,
Congratulations! 
Any openings 
on the A-Team?
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Becky
Kelly L. Rypma
Kel,
You are truly beautiful 
inside and out. May 
God continue to bless 
you in all that you do.
With all our love, 
Your family
Christina M. Simpson
Cristina,
Congratulations! We 
are so proud of what 
you have accomplis­
hed for today. The 
field of Occupational 
Therapy will be 
better because of you
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jim, family and friends.
Aaron M. Sulak
Aaron,
Congratulations, you 
did it. And we're so 
proud of you. We knew 
you could do anything 
you set your mind to.
Love,
Mom, Terry, and family
Heather M.Theut
Heather,
Congratulations on 
realizing your dream 
of becoming a nurse. 
You have grown into 
an amazing woman.
We are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad and the boys
Bethany J. Tiller
Beth,
Congratulations! 
We are so very 
proud of you. 
Good luck in 
Minnesota!
Love,
Mom & Dad
Kaylee J. Wolschleger
Kaylee,
Congratulations!
We are very proud of 
your accomplishments 
and wishing you 
nothing but the best. 
DONTTRIP!
Peter M. Ziel
Peter,
Congratulations, Son! 
Don't worry, a lot of 
people go to school for 
7 years, except they're 
doctors. We still love 
you!
Love,
Mama and Uncle Bo
Alan Ingram
Alan,
You have come so far with the 
respect of those you've met 
and the confidence to succeed 
in all you do. Your ability to 
express yourself is exceeded 
by no one.
We are so proud of the man 
you are.
We love you.
Mom, Dad, and Mark.
Candice J. Johnson
Candice,
Congratulations! I'm so proud of you. 
You have completed a difficult task. 
You are my shining star!
Love,
Mom
tanthornegvsu edu
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Bush
given
war
option
' By Anne Plummer Flaherty
Associated Press 
WASHINGTON (AP) -
AS Photo P»b*o Martin*/ Mont/vart
Looking for a solution: President Bush holds a copy of the high commission's report during his meeting with the Iraq Study 
Group m the Cabinet Room of the White Mouse in Washington, D C on Wednesday (From left) National Security Adviser Steve 
Hadley, and Study Group Co-Chairmen Lee Hamilton and James A Baker ill joined Bush at the meeting
Q)pper \jeec
U vuty StOl A variable'!
NeM)
Free Internet and Cable • Fitness Center
Corner of Ravine & Douglas / 144 8104 / www df'i.tvii com
Private Entrances* Recreation Room
Private Baths • Washer & Dryers 
Covered Parking Available
Conte 
or A
616) 895-2900 
iconv
people were sickened.
Earlier this year, three people 
died and more than 200 fell ill 
from an E coli outbreak traced to 
packaged, fresh spinach grown in 
California. On Tuesday, Taco Bell 
representatives and state and federal 
health inspectors visited a food 
distribution center in Burlington. 
NJ., that supplied the Long 
Island and New Jersey restaurants 
patnmi/ed by people who were 
sickened.
Texas-based Me Lane Co., which 
owns the distribution center, selected 
the produce items fur federal 
investigators to test Wednesday, 
said Bait McKay, a lawyer for the 
company
McKay said the federal 
investigators were to pick upsamples 
of green unions, regular unions, 
cilantro, tomatoes and lettuce No 
meat samples were requested, he 
said.
"By all appearances, the focus 
seems to be on one or more produce 
supplies." McKay said
E. coli is found in the feces of 
humans and livestock. Most E coli 
infections are linked to undercooked 
meat, but it can be found on sprouts 
or leafy vegetables.
President George W. Bush’s policy 
in Iraq “is not working,” a high- 
level commission said Wednesday 
in a blunt, bleak assessment that 
urged an immediate diplomatic 
attempt to stabilize the country 
and allow withdrawal of most 
combat troops by early 2008.
After nearly four years of war 
and the deaths of more than 2,900 
U.S. troops, the situation is “grave 
and deteriorating" and the United 
States’ ability “to influence events 
within Iraq is diminishing,” the 
commission said.
It recommended the U.S. 
reduce “political, military or 
economic support” for Iraq if the 
government in Baghdad cannot 
make substantial progress toward 
providing for its own security.
The report said Bush should 
put aside misgivings and engage 
Syria. Iran and the leaders of 
insurgent forces in negotiations 
on Iraq’s future, to begin by year's 
end. It urged him to revive efforts 
at a broader Middle East peace. 
Bamng a significant change, 
it warned of a “slide toward 
chaos."
On the highly emotional
issue of troop withdrawals, the 
commission warned against 
either a precipitous pullback or 
an open-ended commitment to a 
large deployment.
“Military priorities must 
change.” the report said, toward 
a goal of training, equipping and 
advising Iraqi forces. "We should 
seek to complete the training and 
equipping mission by the end of 
the first quarter of 2008.”
Thecommiss ion recommended 
the number of U.S. troops 
embedded to train Iraqis should 
increase dramatically. from 
3.000-4.000 currently to 10,000- 
20,000. Commission member 
William Perry, defense secretary 
in the Clinton administration, 
said those could be drawn from 
combat brigades already in Iraq.
Then, by early 2008. combat 
troops could begin to leave.
The report intensifies pressure 
on Bush to change direction, but 
he is under no obligation to follow 
its recommendations. Still to come 
are options being developed in 
separate studies by the Pentagon, 
the State Department and the
National Security Council. The 
White House says he will nuke 
decisions within weeks.
“If the president is serious 
about the need for change in Iraq, 
he will find Democrats ready to 
work with him in a bipartisan 
fashion to find a way to end the 
war as quickly as possible,” said 
Rep. Nancy Pelosi, the California 
Democrat who is in line to become 
speaker when the new Congress 
convenes in January.
Bush received the report in 
an early morning meeting at the 
White House with commission 
members. He pledged to treat 
each proposal seriously and act in 
a “timely fashion.”
He was flanked by the panel's 
co-chairmen, former Secretary 
of State James A. Baker III. and 
former Rep. Lee Hamilton in a 
remarkable scene —- a president 
praising the work of a group that 
had just concluded his policy had 
led to chaos.
“Many Americans are 
understandably dissatisfied." 
Hamilton said later at a news 
conference.
After E. coli 
outbreak, Taco 
Bell removes 
green onions from 
restaurants
By Aangela Delli Santi
Associated Press Writer
•. SOUTH PLAINFIELD. NJ. 
•(AP) — Tk» Bel) ordered the 
! removal of green onions horn 
[its 5.800 restaurants nationwide 
Wednesday after tests suggested
• they might be responsible for the E 
‘coli outbreak that sickened at least 
] three dozen people in three states.
The fast-food chain said 
! preliminary testing by an 
independent lab found three samples 
•of green onions appeared to have a 
harsh strain of the bacteria
Taco Bell said the tests are not 
conclusive, but that it immediately 
notified health authorities and its 
restaurants while it awaits a final 
analysis.
C “In an abundance of caution. 
; we’ve decided to pull all green
• onions from our restaurants until we 
.* know conclusively whether they are 
’ the cause of the E coli outbreak."
• said Greg Creed, president of Irvine, 
I Calif-based Iteo Bell.
A message left with the company 
on where die green onions came 
from was not tmmediaiely returned 
Wednesday.
Ikxi Bell established a telephone 
I number. 1-800-TACO BELL 
for those with concerns about the 
outbreak.
The chain, a subsidiary of Yum1 
Brands Inc., reopened restaurants 
linked to the outbreak on New 
York’s Long Island after the ealenes 
1 were sanitized However, it dosed 
; nine outlets m suburban Philadelphia 
rafter health officials reported an
AS Photo / KM fvam
Restocking: Workers carry boxes of 
supplies to a trash dumpster as a driver 
and truck wait to deWer fresh food 
supplies to a closed Taco Beil restaurant 
in South Plainfield. N J on Tuesday
E coli outbreak that sickened four 
people there
Meanwhile, the company that 
distributes food to the regain's Taco 
BelLs said federal investigators 
planned to test five produce items
— green onions, regular anions, 
cilantro, tomatoes and lettuce
— from its southern New Jersey 
warehouse
Health officials have not yet 
been able to pinpoint the source 
of the bacteria that have sickened 
at least three dozen people in New 
York. New Jersey and Pennsylvania 
Nine people remained hospitalized, 
including an 11-year-old boy 
m stable condition with kidney 
damage
An outbreak ofhepaotis A m 2003 
in western Pennsylvania was linked 
to tainted green onions from Mexico 
served at a Qu-Chi’s restaurant 
Four people died and more than 600
i::
II »
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AP Fife Photo / Votily Dyochkov
Investigation continues: Alexander Litvinenko (right), former member of 
the Federal Security Service, and a Russian intelligence agent speak at a news 
conference m Moscow m 1998 Litvinenko's death is being treated as a murder
AP Photo / Mark Wot
Battling the Maze: Milwaukee firefighters extinguish the bia/e left after an explosion at the Falk Corporation in Milwaukee 
On Wednesday The blast injured about BO people and destroyed Falk's wood frame warehouse and numerous cars, along with 
J several other buildings m the complex
j Explosion kills 3
See puzzles on BIO
By Emily Fredrix
Associated Press Writer
MILWAUKEE (AP) - An 
explosion that may have started 
in a large propane tank rocked an 
industrial complex near downtown 
Milwaukee Wednesday morning, 
killing three people, said Mayor 
Tom Banett.
The blast injured at least 25 
more and left one person missing.
The explosion at 8:15 am. 
ignited a fire at a Falk Corp. 
warehouse near the Potawatomi 
casino about a half mile from 
Miller Park, where the Milwaukee 
Brewers baseball team plays, said 
-fire Chief William Wendtland.
The blast flipped cars, spewed 
debris into the air and prompted 
the evacuation of dozens of 
workers at the plant where large 
industrial gears and couplings are 
made. Fire spread through rubble 
covering several blocks.
Hazardous materials crews and 
as many as 120 firefighters and 
paramedics responded to the fire.
which was largely extinguished 
nearly three hours later. Wendtland 
said.
“It sounded like when I was 
in Vietnam, incoming mortar 
rounds." said worker David L. 
Mays, 61, who said the impact 
knocked him down and flipped 
over his car. destroying it. "But 
I'm OK”
Hospitals throughout
Milwaukee took in the injured, 
some seriously hurt. One person 
was killed and another was 
missing, officials said.
Mays said the company began 
to evacuate workers earlier 
Wednesday after a leak occurred 
in one of six large propane tanks 
behind a building workers call the 
annex. He said he and others were 
outside when one of the tanks 
exploded.
Falk employs about 700 people 
at its Milwaukee headquarters and 
plant, said spokeswoman Linda 
Mayor. She did not know how 
many people were in the plant at 
the time of the blast.
Police investigating the cause
Spy death treated as murder
Scotland Yard 
widens murder 
investigation of 
former Russian 
spy’s death
By Jill Lawless
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) - Scotland 
Yard said Wednesday it is treating 
the death of former Russian spy 
Alexander Litvinenko as murder
The announcement came nearly 
two weeks after Litvinenko died 
m a Ixmdon hospital The rare 
radioactive substance polonium 
210 was found in his body. Scotland 
Yard detectives are in Moscow as 
pan of the widening investigation 
into his death
"Detectives ... have reached the 
stage where it is felt appropriate to 
treat it as an allegation of murder." 
the Metropolitan Police said. "It 
is important to stress that we have 
reached no conclusions as to the 
means empkiyed. the miXive or 
the identity of those who might be 
responsible for Mr. Litvinenko's 
death"
Earlier Wednesday. Mano 
Scarainella. the Italian secunty 
expert who met with Litvinenko 
on Nov. 1. the day the former agent 
fell ill. was released from a London 
hospital after show ing no signs of 
radiation poisoning.
Scarainella was in gtxxl health, 
said University College Hospital 
spokesman Ian Lloyd. He was 
hospitalized after testing positive 
for polonium 210. A British official 
also said faint levels of the same 
element had been found at two 
locations at London's Emirates 
Stadium, where a key figure in the 
investigation, former Russian agent 
Andrei Lugovoi, attended a soccer 
match Nov. I.
The radiation was "barely 
detectable" and posed no public 
health risk, said Kathenne Lewis, 
spokeswoman for the Health 
Protection Agency
of the explosion interviewed 
workers at Miller Park before they 
were loaded on buses to go to a 
nearby location to be checked for 
injuries.
The Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration also sent a 
team to investigate the explosion, 
said George Yoksas, director of 
OSHA’s Milwaukee office.
The cxpkision could be felt at 
a firchcxi.se about a mile and a half 
away, said fire Lt. Brian O'Connor. 
It destroyed Falk’s wood frame 
warehcxj.se and numcnxis cars and 
damaged several other buildings 
in the complex, he said.
Construction crews working on 
buildings in the surrounding area 
were sent home by their companies 
because of concern abexit smoke 
from the spreading fire.
Construction worker Jack 
Obarski. 46. of Milwaukee, said he 
was working when he heard a loud 
boom and saw smoke hundreds of 
feet in the air
"Stuff was just flying up in the 
air,” Obarski said.
THE CLOSEST 
HOTEL TO 
HOME.
• Full Kitchens in Every 
Room
• Complimentary Hot 
Breakfast Buffet Daily
• Complimentary Dinner 
(Monday-Thursday)
• Free High Speed Internet 
Access
V
Residence
Inn
,*Ldrrtol!
Grandville
34SI Rtvertown Point Ct.
(800)331-3131
(616) 538 1100 
resltfenceinngrandville com
10 MILES FROM GVSU
BARBAIM BOOKS
WE BUY BACK ALL TEXTBOOKS
We are now' / w /
you old and your used college books.
We pay the highest prices.
We buy any time, year around.
Immediate Gash and 
no waiting in long lines!
S08
Assessment
to Spec* ana Indiftiw Education
Safv* 1 Ysseldyke
Hii
TWO CONVIENT LOCATIONS
3030 29TH ST. SE
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49512 
(ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF 
. WOODLAND MALL)
616-949-1324
3410 ALPINE NW
WALKER, Ml 49544 
(IN THE GREENRIDGE 
SQUARE SHOPPING 
CENTER)
616-784-1468
WITH THIS COUPON
i We will give you an additional 10% on the amount for which we purchase your
EXPIRES 12-31-06
textbooks.1
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Strange, but true
#
SAN FRANCISCO <AP> 
V Five-year-old Gabby Supapo 
stack her note up in the air and 
miffed "Oreot." the declared
Not exactly what the 
California Milk Processor Board 
had in mind when it outfitted five 
San Francisco bus shelters with 
ads embedded with the smell of 
jutt-out-of-the-oven chocolate 
chip cookies.
.The scented bus shelter 
advertisements made their U.S. 
debut Monday, according Louis 
Zafonte. spokesman for New 
York-based Arcade Marketing, 
which designed the ads to 
encourage milk drinking.
k**Scent is a primary driver 
of memory." Zafonte said, 
“When you smell baby powder 
chocolate chip cookies, 
e vary one feels good."
7To overcome the frequent 
blasts of exhaust and the funky 
wfcffs that often permeate a 
bit-city bus shelter, scented 
oik were sandwiched between 
cardboard cards emblazoned 
w$h “Oot Milk?" and affixed to 
shelter walls.
lit costs about $30 per shelter, 
Z|fonte said, and the smell 
should last one to two weeks 
depending on the location. 
Toe displays will last about a 
month
Critics have complained the 
ads could be offensive to the 
poor and homeless who can't 
afford to buy sweet treats.
But shoppers near the Union 
Square shelter simply thought 
the ads were cute. "It makes me 
want to go to Starbucks," said 
Gabby's mother. Ihrene Supapo. 
25.
COLUMBIA. S.C. (AP) 
— A man accused of speeding 
down Main Street in Anderson 
has been charged with drunken 
driving. What was unusual was 
that he was driving a float in a 
Christmas parade at the time.
When officers caught up to 42- 
year-old David Allen Rodgers, he 
had an open container of alcohol 
iff the truck he used to haul the 
children and adults on a float for 
the Steppin' Out Dance Studio, 
Anderson Police spokeswoman 
Linda Dudley said.
! Witnesses said Rodgers was 
driving in line in Sunday's parade 
when he pulled out to pass a 
tractor in the float. Rodgers sped
down Main Street and ran a red 
light, while a witness on the 
float called 911 on a cell phone, 
police said.
Officers started chasing 
Rodgers, who didn't stop for 
three miles. Once he pulled 
over, he tried to attack an officer, 
Dudley said.
Rodgers, whose child was on 
the float, faces more than three 
dozen charges, including DUI, 
18 counts of kidnapping and 
assaulting an officer, authorities 
said.
A woman who answered the 
phone at Rodgers' home would 
not talk to a reporter and a 
message left at the dance studio 
was not returned Monday.
KNOXVILLE. Tenn (AP) 
— Officials say a longtime 
employee at the University of 
Tennessee has admitted literally 
nickel and diming the school out
of $20,000.
James Everett. 48. was 
suspended with pay on Nov. 20 
on suspicion of stealing quarters, 
nickels, dimes and paper 
currency from library copying 
machines Everett was in charge 
of collecting the money from the 
machines
During questioning. Everett, 
a 19-year UT employee, 
“did make a statement and 
was subsequently fired," UT 
spokeswoman Amy Blakely said 
Monday.
An audit of exact losses was 
under way. but it was estimated 
he stole about $20,000 over the 
past two years. Blakely said the 
report was turned over to the 
Knox County district attorney 
general’s office.
Everett told WATE-TV on 
Friday that has he getting an 
attorney and “trying to see 
what's going on."
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Find the listed words m the diagram They run in aJ directions •
forward backward, up, down and diagonally
AS 19 Do now Lot rip Take easy
At were Had coming Live JP Think over
CaH quite Hang up Shake up Try on
Cut out Lot go Strike rich
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Look at Student Housing 
from a New Angle
Comfort... Privacy... Modern Amenities... 
and a Great Location!
Meadows Crossing. a new student townhome community 
located at the entrance to GVSU, Allendale Campus, across the street 
from The Meadows Golf Course.
Featuring 189 two- and four-bedroom townhomes and apartments designed for one person 
in each bedroom with private bath. Each bedroom is individually keyed for privacy. Eight floor 
plans are available, some featuring barrier-free access and others with a single stall, attached 
garage. Meadows Crossing also offers a club house with community room, recreational 
facilities, and on site retail services.
Stop in today to see us at our on-site leasing office 
or visit us on line at www.meadowscrossing.net!
leasing Office Hours:
9:00 am $oo pm, Monday Friday 
12:00 pm £00 pm. Saturday
616 892-27001 telephone 
888 200-31381 to* free 
616 $92 27021 fax
www.maadawscrosaing.net
MeadowsCrossing
smart living
MeadowsCrossing
107195 98th Avenue 
Allendale. Michigan 99901
v T
ANNOUNCEMENTS
f tiling Ilka a good movia? 
Clnamark In Rivartown Cross­
ings Mail and tha Woodland 
Mall araa hava movias playing 
avarydayl Check out www.clna- 
mark.com for movies times
CONGRATULATIONS
EMPLOYMENT
BABYSITTER WANTED: Grand- 
villa Araa. Wed/Thurs and every 
other Friday. 3:55-5:30 p.m. 
$6/hr. 616-538-5491
HOUSING
64th Street Apartments. FREE 
Internet. Cable and Central Alrt 
Washer & Dryer in each unit. 4 
Bedrooms, 2 Bath. Close to 
QVSU. 10 to 12 month leases 
available $900/month. 3 people 
max. Call 616-957-5660
Don't let tha cost of books 
weigh you down. Let Brian’s 
Books save you money on your 
new and used textbooks. Ask 
an upperclassman, Brian’s is 
tha batter bookstore. Located 
across from the water tower on 
Allendale campus and on Fulton 
Street near downtown Grand 
Rapids campus.
Lights out when not in use help 
to save energy in simple ways. 
Thanks for your help Facility 
Services.
Do you like to go bowling? 
Every Wednesday from 9:30 
pm-12midnight, Fairlanes hosts 
College Night. 3 games plus 
shoes for just $6,001 Also, there 
are many drink and food spe­
cials. Bring friends for a great 
night outl 3335 Fairlanes Ave., 
Qrandvllle. 616-534-6038
FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR 
QVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY, 
AND STAFF. TWO INSER­
TIONS PER ORDER, 25 
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT 
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST 
ORDER THROUGH QVSU 
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM 
WEBSITE. CLICK ON 
"CLASSIFIEDS’’ UNDER 
“FEATURES" AND FOLLOW 
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE 
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.
Enter to Win $10,0001 Every 
time you use an LMCU ATM on 
Campus, you can enter to WIN! 
Locations In Commons, 
42nd/Plerce, Rec. Center. Kirk- 
hof Center, Kleiner Commons. 
Call 616-242-9790 or 
1-800-242-9790
11 Spring Brea K Webaltel Low
prices guaranteed. Group dis­
counts for 6+. Book 20 people, 
get 3 free trips! www.Sprtng-
800-838-8202 C°m
Good food, great pricesl Mr. 
Gyro's has American, Mediter­
ranean. and Indian Cuisine and 
offers 15% off all food for stu­
dents. Also, take time to study 
with their FREE wifi Internet! 
3900 Lake Michigan Drive, 
Grand Rapids. 616-791 -6660
SERVICES
Qospel Recording Studio 6
long demo only $99.00. Produc- 
ttonprovidod^16jj734^779^
WANTED
Looking for positive, clean, up­
beat and well spoken individual, 
to maintain a positive culture in 
a call center. We re hiring for 
days, nights, and weekends, 
call Jim at 616-802-7229
Office and Professional posi­
tions available in various indus­
tries and fields. Apply at 
www.axioslncorporated.com or 
contact us at 616-726-8483
Now hiring: Exotic dancers, fe­
male and male. Great 
money/flexable hours. No nu­
dity required. Apply in person at 
Parkway Tropics. 814 Lake 
Michigan Dr. Just east of down­
town campus.
TEACHERS WANTED! for
Grand Rapids area. Elementary 
after school science programs, 
no science background re­
quired. Must have experience 
working with large groups of 
children. Hours range from 
2-5:30 pm, apply online at 
www madsciencekzoo.com.
Bartenders wanted. Up to 
$250/Day. No Experience nec­
essary. Training provided. Age 
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520 
ext. 226.
EMPLOYMENT
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is 
looking for illustrators for spe­
cial projects and political car­
toons. $25 to $100 per project. 
Bring samples of work to 100 
Commons. Call for an appoint­
ment. 331-2464
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SALE
Looking for a place to live next 
fall? Campus View Apartments 
and Townhomes offers you the 
closest off-campus housing for 
a great price. Now leasing for 
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing 
office or call 616-895-6678
Campus West Apartments and 
Town Homes now leasing for 
2007/2008. Great location and 
price for students. Apartments 
begin at $290.00 per month per 
person and Town Homes at 
$325.00. Washers and dryers 
are In each town house unit. 
Stop by our leasing office or call 
616.895.5904. Bus stops out 
front.
Off Campus Housing- starting 
at $;’80.00/month. 2 bedroom. 
1 bath. Price includes utilities 
except electric. Optional den. 
Call Cottonwood Forest Condo­
miniums O 616-457-3714
Country Place Apartments and 
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a 
great location and even better 
price for students. Now offering 
free internet and cable for 
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing 
office or call 616-895-6060. It’s 
only a bus ride away!
Are you looking for an apart­
ment or duplex that allows 
small pets and has free wireless 
internet? University Apartments 
has what you are looking fori 
$235 per month, depending on 
the number of occupants. 1 
mile from campus. Visit 
ww2.gvsu.edu/-prinsas or call 
616-837-8277
129 Dean St.- 3 bedrooms. 1.5 
baths, washer/dryer, pets wel­
come. 2 stall garage, 3 season 
porch, back deck and over 
1,400 sq. feet of living space: 
$950 per month. It is within min­
utes to downtown Grand Rap­
ids and walking distances to 
parks. Contact Sarah at (616) 
745-1549.
Joseph Singleton
AcCOunt Representative
2675 44th Street SW
Grand Rapids. Ml 49509
^^^^^^^cnandrapids^trllliurmtaffmacom
Fax 616 249 *8fl
Efleardwalk Subs
■ ■■■■■■■■■■■
)rr»«*y |tyl« tub*, loup A Vllldl
4154 Lake Michigan Drive 5422 S. Division Ave 
Standale, Ml Kentwood, Ml
(616)453-7275 (616)724-2492
Mon. thru Sat.
10:30am. -9pm. 
Sun. 11 am.- 5 pm.
S50FF
any Party Sub/Cataring orderl
FREE 1/2 SUB
up to 2 meats 
with purchase 
ofapop&chips
Expires 1/18/07 
Not valid with any other offer or coupon
HOUSING
Apartment Finders! We help you 
find better studios, apartments, 
and townhomes at lower prices, 
starting $419/month, $125 
Apartment Rebate Available. 
300 Apartments & Retails on­
line. 800-520-2463, www.go- 
promo.com
Score big savingsl Close to 
GVSU. Great floor plans and 
approved pets are Invited. Stu­
dio, one and two bedroom 
apartments are available. Visit 
www.eenhoorn.com or call 
(616)453-7999
Completely remodeled with 
cool design layout, 2 bedroom 
apartment. 1 full bath, approxi­
mately 1,000 sq. feet. Only 1 
minute walk to Pew Campus, 
downtown GR. Located on the 
corner of Fulton and Lexington. 
$975/month. Ask for Tim at 
742-3846
HOUSING
Ottawa Creek Apartments are 
now leasing for the 2007-2008 
school year. Monthly rent as 
low as $187.50! Visit www.otta- 
wacreek.com or call 453-9190 
for details.
INTERNSHIPS
LOST & FOUND
Lost something? Found some; 
thing? Get the word out. Go to 
lanthom.com and click 
“classifieds".
Come out and see us al the new urban community 
at Winding Creek Circle We're less than a mile 
from GVSU anti a mere 20 minutes from Down­
town Grand Rapids.
Open December 2 A 3, 9 A 10. 2006 1-5 p m 
Refreshments provided 
^ Builder may consider trades
Office 456-6000 ext 323 
Wendy 291-466.1
Royal Vista
APARTMENTS AND TOWNHOMES
'625 -'1075 ‘
Arbor Heights 9
TOWNHOMES/ i J-----rfial.FrWYu#
'675 - 7 3 5
CALL TODAY 457-3450
MltlAlS TOSAVI vou 
Ilf' TO OM MONTHS fit N
CALL TODAY 453-9999
% 1 or 2 Bedroom apts or
3 bedroom rondo style townhomes
• Convenient lot ation to both d«»wntown 
and allcndafe ramp us
• 2 bedrooom 1200 Sq. Ft 
ranch townhomes with 
full basements garage 
included• immediate freeway access
• Washei /Dryer and Garage inr Hided
• flextime 6.9.12 month leases
•Select units only
t 1 / 44I
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